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About This Game

Marooned somewhere in the Pacific Ocean you need to gather the scarce resources you find to try and stay alive in the hopes of
rescue.

Explore, craft and hunt in this first person desert island simulator.

Features:

An open world containing over 30 different islands to explore
Dynamic night/day and weather system

Manage your vitals for thirst, hunger and exposure to the natural elements
Hunt for edible fish, crabs and boar using a spear
Craft various items to help you survive the islands

Use the modular building system to create a home for yourself
Collect water and grow plants to sustain your life

Watch out for sharks lurking in the ocean

Roadmap:

More plants to grow for eating and crafting
Additional depth to the crafting system

Co-operative game mode
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Game environment improvements
Bug crushing and performance improvements

Feedback from the community to help direct and grow the game
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Title: Shimmer
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Zatara Software Ltd
Publisher:
Zatara Software Ltd
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3 or higher

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 770 or higher

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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For me, the entire point of the Variant Mode in the Confrontation is so you can customise your squad before each game. I failed
to conduct adequate research before purchasing this, and was therefore disappointed.

. Can't play with just a keyboard. Not sure if it's just me or not but the game only works with a xbox controller? Also I can't
raise the resolution to 1920x1080 so not sure again but to have these problems right off the bat.. not to mention online
multiplayer is discontinued. Even though I got this for cheap to me it's unplayable so unless I invested in googling for the
answer. Therefore as protest I will not bother and I will accept that this game is crap. Thank you and good day.. Oh boy, here we
go. Let's take this trip down the memory lane, shall we?
Delta Force: Black Hawk Down, developed by Novalogic is a semi-tactical first person shooter where you play throughout the
game part as a 75TH Ranger grunt and, later on, as a member of the SFOD-D, deployed in Somalia during the dictatorsip of a
pretty notorious warlord, Mohamed Farrah Aidid, and you're ordered to hunt him and take him down. As the title clearly says,
the game is focused on Restore Hope and that fatal day october 3rd 1993 that was to live up in history. Yes, the graphics were
outdated even at launch, but should we judge a book by its cover? Heck no! This game lets you dive head first in the urban
guerrilla that raged on in eastern africa and if it's sweeping a block as a HMMWV gunner, get deployed on the target buiding's
top by a 160TH SOAR's little bird, cross an alligator infested river or just storm a beach dodging incoming mortar fire and
navigating through a minefield, you will definitely have a blast! Literally!
I don't know about you, but Delta Force really hit the target with this game.The story is amazing, it even gives you goosebumps
at times, the gameplay is amazing, the enviroment is immersive despite the graphical quality.
Do I recommend this game? Absolutely. The game overall is brilliant and unique in its time location. In an fps' scene dominated
by sci-fi shooters and wannabe realistic ones where you can run around with 'camos' that are anything but camouflage, playing
this game you will almost taste the dirt of somalian and smell the cordite of your colt armalite 15 mowing down 'skinnies'.
Even without the nostalgia factor, this game is a must have in your steam library, overall vote of 9.5/10
(sorry dfbhd, that 0.5 is for the fact you can't go 16:9 without modding your .cfg, love you long time tho). A great short free VR
expereince. No reason not to check this title out.. Good game, fun. Cute design of the game. Everything is clear, interesting.
How to pass the second stage?. A bittersweet short story about an elderly man suffering from alzheimer's. As someone who has
both lived with a grandparent with alzheimer's, and has recently lost her mother, this hit me far harder than I care to admit.. One
of the best games I've played and purchased. After two nights waiting in queue, got into one game, couldn't mute the one other
person (1v1 duel?) talking crap for the what felt like 30 minute lobby before the game started, died nearly instantly to some
laser beam. Tutorial is 100% text and no gameplay outside of, well, 2 day wait in queue and then straight into PvP.

This could make a good game.

It just didn't.. This game gives me mixed feelings. The good thing about this game is that it offers a lot of content for the cheap
price tag. For $2 (USD), you get about five and a half hours of gameplay, which includes the cutscenes and two endings for each
of the eight characters. The bad thing about this game is in the content itself: the gameplay is average and underdeveloped, the
stories and writing are bad, and the "sex scenes" in the game are almost exclusively r4pe.
(Edited because of Steam's censorship policies regarding "bad words.")

Bulletpoints:

1. Gameplay
The gameplay itself, matching gems, is pretty standard. It's not bad, but it's not much improved from the Bejeweled series this
game takes inspiration from. There are four gems to match: Physical, which causes a physical attack on your opponent; Magical,
which causes a magical attack; Health, which heals you; and then Rage, which raises your "Rage" level and causes your attacks
to be stronger. Outside of these gems, there are certain potions you can use once during the battle that do different things
depending on the ones you choose. Alongside, you can purchase different upgrades for the gems as you earn money.
Here's the problem: You may think that some characters may be weaker or stronger against Physical attacks or Magical attacks.
No--instead, both Magical and Physical attacks do the exact same thing to all characters. There is no need to have the two gems
be two different gems except to fill space.
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Aside from this, the game is relatively easy. It was no challenge at all and almost all of the upgrades went completely unused.
The last and hardest character to fight, Martha, was only hard because she was a healer and would continuously heal herself and,
eventually, I would run out of moves. But even she did not take long to completely defeat.

2. Writing
Each character has her own story. Each setting is different, each society is different, and each person you, the player, play as, is
different--the only exception to the latter is that there are several times that you play as a demon, and it gets old.
I'm not sure if it's the writing itself or perhaps this game has a poor translation, but the writing is not great nor interesting
whatsoever. No storyline captivated me, and most stories are chalked full of typical anime cliches. Now, I'm aware that people
likely don't buy this game for the actual plot. But good plots do help make any kind of game better, and this is simply not the
case in Mirror. You'll find yourself yawning quite a bit.
Each character has two different endings depending on what you choose to do during the sex scenes. There are the "Pleasure"
endings, which are the good endings, and the "Pain" endings, which are the bad endings. There are a few exceptions where the
Pain endings were, in my view, better than the Pleasure endings, but otherwise, the endings fit their names. The endings are
VERY different from each other, so don't expect "slight" differences like in most games with low budgets.

3. Sex Scenes
Regardless, whether you play as a demon wanting to corrupt and murder women, an explorer who wants to learn more about the
Orc species, a woman who yearns for divinity, or a fat otaku at Anime Expo, almost all of the storylines end with your character
r4ping the woman. Out of the eight women total who are included in the base game, there is only one woman who is not
assaulted and r4ped.
The women scream, beg for you to stop, and cry. Almost all of them are tied up so that they cannot move or escape. In the very
first storyline, you tie down a thief who steals from the rich and gives to the poor. In the sex scene within, while she asks you to
untie her and to have mercy upon her, you can choose to be gentle or rough with her sexually. If you're gentle, you get the
Pleasure ending, where she sticks around with you and has sex with you again.
In the Pain ending, however, you tie her up once more and give her to the servants of a king she previously stole from. Your
character tells them to either kill her or, if they wish to free her, the servants must "have their way with her" for thirty minutes
before setting her free. They take the latter option and r4pe her until she passes out, but continue to assault her while she's
unconscious anyway (and passing out during sex and the sex continuing after is very common in this game).
Aside from the r4pe, the game seems to believe that all women can and will squirt, as well as produce milk from their breasts
even before they have a child. Many of the physical positions the women find themselves in either subtly or blatantly show the
lack of knowledge in proper female anatomy. There is a distinct lack of body diversity in the game. This is not necessarily a
totally bad thing, but if you cover the women's faces, the bodies are the same. If you're into small t!ts, I have bad news for you,
because all the women have gigantic bungalows.
Most of the nudity in this game is censored. This is because Steam has strict rules in regards to adult content. Nipples are
covered with cartoon flowers and ^aginas, d!cks, and d!ldos are censored with a blushing cartoon bunny. Both censor markings
are very jarring and do not align with the art style of the game at all, and can ruin immersion. Otherwise, there is still a lot you
can see, hear, and do--and the stuff that you cannot see, well, there just isn't much left to the imagination.

If you're looking for a Huniepop substitute until the sequel comes out, and if the sex scenes don't bother you\/are your thing, you
may enjoy this game. But enjoying the sex scenes, which is what this game is all about, was very difficult for me to simply
overlook the fact that these women did NOT want to have consensual sex with me. If I wanted to play a game like that, I would
just walk outside.. Endless dialogues are so ♥♥♥♥ing annoying
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I LOVE this game. Graphics are great. Levels are fun. If you are streaming, your chat can interact with your game. It also has co-
op. I would absolutely recommend this game to anyone who enjoys having fun with their viewer or playing with friends.. I had a
lot of fun with this game. Great graphics, great oldschool (but more Painkiller than Doom style) shooting, somewhat confusing
story where it felt like not enough background info was given to know what's going on - but whatever. And Normal difficulty
was actually challenging without being frustrating!

And do yourself a favor and use that first upgrade point to get the Shotgun - it rocks!

My only minor quibble is that due to the way the weapon system is set up, it often took two key presses to switch to the gun I
wanted.. I loved this game. Cute story and challenging.. First, let me reassure you: You don't need to know non-Euclidean
geometry before you can play this game. It will teach you everything you need to learn. Not through dry text boxes or
incomprehensible jargon, but just by letting you explore a world that obeys those rules. For that reason, I recommend this game
to anyone who doesn't like maths.

I also recommend it to people who do like maths, because... it's a roguelike in hyperbolic space, what more could you really
want?

The enemies have easy-to-understand behaviour, all battles are decided in a single attack, and positioning matters above all else.
It compares itself to Deadly Rooms of Death, which I've never played, but the fights are very puzzle-y even by roguelike
standards. Positioning matters above all else, so the environments of the different worlds really come into play.

It's an interesting world to explore. No standard rooms-and-corridors dungeon here! All the Lands are bright and colourful.
Some are hyperbolic twists on standard roguelike settings (the maze level, the Hell level, the cave level, etc.), others are pop-
culture references (castle Camelot, the city of R'lyeh, the deserts of Arrakis), and still more are strange, brilliant ideas which
I've never seen before - and many of which wouldn't work as well, or at all, in a flat Euclidean space.

If you're looking for a "true" roguelike, this isn't it. There's no health bar, every living thing (including the player) either dies in
one hit or is invulnerable. There's no XP, and the only equipment is magical orbs whose effects are strictly temporary. The only
real character progression is found in reaching new lands and orbs. There's very little sense of the character growing more
powerful as you progress through the game.

My main problem is that it's too easy for a single mistake to kill you. The game will prevent you from moving into a position
that would instantly get you killed, so you only lose if all your escape routes are cut off. But there's no sense of mercy, no ability
to use a health potion or a scroll of teleport to escape a dangerous situation. Heck, if you're not paying attention and just click-
click-clicking to run through the apparently empty caves, you might not notice the enemy until it's already Game Over. Granted
it's my own fault for not paying attention in a turn-based game, but it happens.

In short, it's new, it's different, it's puzzly, it's tightly designed, it's colourful, it's mathsy, it's hard, and if you're still not sure
whether you want to buy it then you can try the free demo (currently at http://www.roguetemple.com/z/hyper/download.php )..
This game is worth its moeny.

Check my video if you want to see it's gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RV0PYHj1ZYg&t=211s. Top BitCoin Miner. Rly nice.. OK not put to many hours in to
this game but.........It's a good game a bit cartoon ish like one of those free-to-play (with micropayments things). It makes you
think a bit when doing things like research and how many workes you need and there wages and product cost etc etc and then
selling the item and buying a selling company shares. There is 3 levels to play at Easy Meduim and Hard all with AI....
  Hope there will be more content in the future as it can be a good game to play and even better if they had multiplayer so you
can play other people.

So I've given it 8/10 as it's very good but needs more........

Check out my video of the tutorial walk-through here......................
https://youtu.be/VTStjDWiE8k
. After many years you guys just made my day, awesome game super fun with friends and it`s free amazing :) If you love
something set it free ! right :) rip `Bomberman`
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Add some campaign guys !

Cheers
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